KARNATAKA STATE ROAD TRANSPORT CORPORATION
CENTRAL OFFICES: BANGALORE-27.


GENERAL STANDING ORDER NO. 461-99

(Issued by Traffic Dept.)

Sub: Half tickets to children in Deluxe services.

   2) G.S.O.No.447/98 dt.24-6-98.

The Corporation is operating Deluxe services(formerly Luxury services) with modern Ultra-Deluxe buses. To improve the load factors and traffic revenues from Deluxe services, the Corporation Board vide Resolution No.7620 dt.14-1-1999 has decided to introduce half tickets to children between the age 6 to 12 years in these services.

Fare and combination charts for Adults and Children in Deluxe services are enclosed at Annexure-1 and 2, respectively. This will come into effect from 01-02-1999.

Div.Controllers should ensure that the conduct in and window booking personnel are conversant with the pro of this G.S.O. and no scope be given for public complaint & 2 this behalf.

Other instructions issued vide G.S.O. under Ref-1 remain unaltered.

Receipt of this G.S.O. should be acknowledged.

Encl: As above.

SD/-
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Copy to: The Managing Director, BRTC/NWRTC for information.
All Div.Controllers, NSRTC/NWRTC-for information and useful action.
All Heads of Deptt/Works Manager for information.
All D.T.Os/A.T.Os of Divisions/Bus stands for information and useful action.
Sr.P.S./P.S. to the Chairman/Vice-Chairman/Managing Director/Director(D & E)/Director(SEV)/Director(A & T)- for information.

DIRECTOR(B & T)